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Anatomy of the geometric phase for an optical vortex transiting a lens
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We present an analytical means of quantifying the fractional accumulation of the geometric phase for an
optical vortex transiting a cylindrical lens. The standard fiber bundle of a sphere of modes is endowed with a
supplementary product space at each point so that the beam waists and their positions can be explicitly tracked
as functions of lens transit fraction. The method is applied to quantify the accumulation of the geometric phase
across a single lens as a function of initial state and lens position within the beam. It can be readily applied to a
series of lenses as well.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interplay of geometry and information is at the heart
of our quest to understand nature, a perspective that has
materialized from the merging of two fronts: our evolving
understanding that general relativity [1] and quantum field
theory [2] are based on the geometric nature of gauge fields
and that the interpretation of any measurement is an ap-
plication of information theory [3]. Essentially all of the
scientific and technological progress of the past century might
be summed up as milestones in our understanding of the
relationship between these two concepts.

A particularly rich manifestation of this interplay is the
geometric holonomy exhibited by fields as they evolve [4,5].
In simple settings, there is a geometric phase that is just the
angle between initial and final orientations of a vector field
when parallel transported in a closed loop, e.g., the holonomy
of Foucault’s pendulum [6]. At the other extreme, the holon-
omy is characterized by non-Abelian gauge fields that form
the basis of the standard model [2] and also underlie current
research in topological quantum computing [7].

Classical and quantum optics comprise an accessible com-
mon ground for the study and harnessing of geometric
information. Few-photon states embrace higher-dimensional
parameter spaces and admit the study of entanglement in the
geometric phase, while classical optics can still exhibit non-
Abelian behavior through synthetic gauge fields [8–10]. With
an eye towards these richer settings, the transit of classical
electromagnetic beams through linear optical elements offers
a particularly illuminating arena for elucidating how and why
the geometric phase accumulates. There three-dimensional
(3D) electromagnetic modes can be viewed as 2D fields with
the propagation axis interpreted as time.

Laser beams composed of linear combinations of
Laguerre-Gaussian modes may accumulate geometric phase
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as they transit linear optical elements [11,12]. The asso-
ciated parameter space can be projected onto a sphere of
modes (SOM) (sometimes referred to as the modal or optical
Poincaré sphere) so that the geometry of SU(2) underlies such
geometric information. Experimental progress in this area has
focused on the use of optical elements that collectively trace
out closed circuits composed of geodesic arcs [13].

An explicit determination of nongeodesic trajectories has
not been undertaken in the SOM setting, and the calcula-
tion of the geometric phase for noncyclic processes [14] has
yet to be considered as well. Previous calculations of the
geometric phase lean heavily on the results from the more
studied setting in which it is polarization that evolves [15].
The analogy is limited though, since projection onto the SOM
necessarily disregards information about basis vectors which
are themselves evolving [11]. As result, the way in which
the geometric phase is actually accumulated is obscured by
drawing on the polarization analogy.

These issues are addressed in the present work, and one
immediate dividend of our approach is that it allows the ge-
ometric phase to be evaluated as a function of lens transit
fraction, explicitly showing that geometric phase accumu-
lation arises from light-matter interactions within the lens
rather than free-space propagation after the lens. The SOM
is extended to a fiber bundle, shown in Fig. 1, so that the
total phase of the beam can be tracked. Optical elements are
decomposed into differential constituents, allowing the phase
to be calculated as a function of transit fraction. Each point
on the fibers is additionally endowed with a supplementary
product space (SPS) so that the beam waists and their relative
positions can also be explicitly traced as beams move through
optical elements.

The method is applied to the transit of a beam composed of
Laguerre-Gaussian modes LG0,+1 and LG0,−1, i.e., with zero
radial mode number and opposite charges, with an optical
vortex through a single cylindrical lens placed at a specified
position relative to the beam waist, as shown in Fig. 2. The full
trajectory across the SOM and through the SPS is calculated
as a function of transit fraction. The geometric phase is then
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FIG. 1. Fiber space. The sphere of modes (brown) is the projec-
tion of a 3D product space (pink) {w1, w2, z2} onto its associated fiber
(green) followed by a projection of the fiber position χ down to its
base. Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to principle axes of an elliptical beam
cross section. Here z = 0 is defined as the position of waist w1

calculated for each lens using two distinct approaches using a
geometric notion of distant parallelism that does not require
that the SOM trajectory be closed.

II. STATE SPACE FOR TILTED VORTICES

Under a paraxial approximation for the monochromatic
electromagnetic vector potential [16], free-space electrody-
namic wave propagation is governed by a 2D Schrödinger
equation [16] with axial position playing the role of time:

i∂zu = − 1

2k
∇2

⊥u. (1)

This governs the motion of a tilted Gaussian vortex [17]
whose transit through cylindrical lenses is most easily
carried out by expressing it in terms of linear combina-
tions of products of normalized 1D Hermite-Gaussian (HG)

dp

f
wa

wp

z=za z=0

Lens

da

z=z

FIG. 2. Lens transit. A thin converging cylindrical lens changes
the waist and waist position along its active axis. Subscripts p and a
refer to the passive and active axes of the cylindrical lens.

modes:

um(x, z) = Ap,m(z)e−x2/B2
p(z)

×Hm

(
x
√

2

Bp(z)

)
eikx2/2Rp(z)e−iψp(z,m). (2)

Here

Ap,m(z) := 1

(2π )1/4
√

2m−1m!Bp(z)
(3)

is a normalization factor, Hm is a Hermite polynomial of order
m, Bp(z) is the beam radius, Rp(z) is the radius of curvature of
the beam, and ψp(z, m) is the Gouy phase:

Bp(z) = wp

√
1 + (z − zp)2

z2
Rp

, (4a)

Rp(z) = (z − zp)

(
1 + z2

Rp

(z − zp)2

)
, (4b)

ψp(z, m) =
(

m + 1

2

)
tan−1

(
z − zp

zRp

)
. (4c)

The beam waist wp is located at zp = 0, and zRp := kw2
p/2 is

the Rayleigh length. Subscripted p labels indicate the assign-
ment of the x axis as the passive axis of the cylindrical lenses
that will be considered shortly. For prescribed wave number
k, the mode of Eq. (2) can be expressed as a ket,

um(x, z) ≡ 〈x, z|mwp,zp〉 , (5)

where the superscripts completely characterize the 1D beam
by identifying its waist and corresponding axial position. Al-
though bra-ket notation is more frequently associated with
quantum mechanics, the features that make it convenient there
hold for any Hilbert space with complex scalars, including the
present setting.

Two-dimensional modes can then be constructed in which
HG modes are defined on both x and y axes:

um(x, z)un(y, z) ≡ 〈x, y, z|mwp,zpnwa,za〉 . (6)

Note that the y-dependent HG mode is generalized to allow for
an active a waist and waist position that differs from the mode
that depends on x. With these 2D modes as basis vectors,
general first-order modes can be expressed in terms of the
components of a spinor {v1, v2} ∈ SU(2),

|uvortex〉 = v1 |1wp,zp0wa,za〉 + v2 |0wp,zp1wa,za〉 , (7)

with

v1 = eiχ cos(θ/2)e−iφ/2,

v2 = eiχ sin(θ/2)eiφ/2. (8)

Here φ ∈ [0, 2π ] and θ ∈ [0, π ]. It is important to keep in
mind, though, that the spinor itself is an incomplete descrip-
tion of the state because all information on the beam waists
and their positions has been flensed.

Sphere of modes fiber bundle and its supplementary
product space

The spinor can be projected onto the SOM using a Hopf
map to obtain the following SOM coordinates for the requisite
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Cartesian coordinates:

xSOM = |v1|2 − |v2|2 = cos θ,

ySOM = 2 Re(v1v
∗
2 ) = cos φ sin θ,

zSOM = −2 Im(v1v
∗
2 ) = sin φ sin θ. (9)

An asterisk denotes complex conjugation. We have chosen the
polar angle θ so that it is measured relative to the x axis in
anticipation of the fact that transits through a cylindrical lens
will then lie on arcs of constant θ . Intersections of the SOM
with the z axis (θ = π/2 and φ = ±π/2) are associated with
Laguerre-Gaussian modes, the standard convention [12].

Position on the SOM is an even less complete description
of the state than the original spinors because the spinor phase
χ has been lost. This can be remedied though, and the pro-
cess will point the way towards a means of reintroducing the
beam waist information as well. The spinor phase χ can be
accounted for by generalizing the SOM to a fiber bundle in
which a fiber extends out from each point on its surface with χ

measured along such rays. As illustrated in Fig. 1, we can now
imagine physical processes that result in two types of motion:
transit across the surface of the SOM but also horizontal lifts
along the fibers [18] which track the change in total phase of
the beam.

The generalization from SOM to fiber bundle motivates us
to endow each point on the fibers with a 3D SPS in which the
beam is assumed to have waists wp and wa aligned with the
x and y axes of the original beam, with waist positions of zp

and za, respectively. Using zp = 0 as a datum, the spinors are
endowed with a three-element pedigree:

v j = v j (φ, θ, χ ; wp,wa, za), j = 1, 2. (10)

The generalized state space shown in Fig. 1 allows state evo-
lution to be represented as a trajectory in which beam waists,
waist orientations, and waist positions can all evolve. For a
single cylindrical lens oriented with its active axis in the y
direction, w1 = wx = wp and w2 = wy = wa.

III. STATE EVOLUTION AS A FRACTION
OF LENS TRANSIT

A. Beam propagation through a cylindrical lens

Consider the propagation of a converging 1D HGm mode
(2) through a thin cylindrical lens of focal length f positioned
at z� (Fig. 2). The active axis of the lens is aligned with the
y axis, and the mode that emerges will have the same form
as Eq. (2) but with a new waist wa and waist position za.
The mode radii along the passive and active axes of the lens
have a simple relationship that is sometimes referred to as the
lensmaker’s equation [19]:

1

f
= 1

Rp
− 1

Ra
. (11)

Using Eq. (4b) and its counterpart for the active axis of the
lens, this can be expressed in terms of Rayleigh lengths:

1

f
= 1

(z� − zp)
(
1 + z2

Rp

(z�−zp)2

) − 1

(z� − za)
(
1 + z2

Ra
(z�−za )2

) . (12)

Continuity of the beam radius at the lens provides a second
equation that also relates the two Rayleigh lengths:

z2
Rp + (z� − zp)2

zRp
= z2

Ra + (z� − za)2

zRa
. (13)

Keeping in mind that we have set zp = 0, Eqs. (12) and (13)
can be solved together to give the active-axis Rayleigh length
as well as positions in the supplementary parameter space as
functions of the lens position z�:

za = f + z� − f 2( f − z�)

z2
Rp + ( f − z�)2

, (14a)

zRa = f 2zRp

z2
Rp + ( f − z�)2

, (14b)

wa =
√

2zRa

k
. (14c)

It is also convenient to define a natural lens offset −dnat and
associated natural focal length fnat for which za = 0, i.e., a
lens position such that the active and passive waists are both
at z = 0:

fnat = zRp csc(α/2)

(
− 1 + 2

1 + tan(α/4)

)
, (15a)

dnat = zRp

(
− 1 + 2

1 + tan(α/4)

)
. (15b)

Here we have borrowed notation from the theory of mode
converters [20] by replacing dnat/ fnat with sin(α/2). In mode
converters, the spacing between lenses is dnat, and α is the
difference in Gouy phase between active and passive axes
after propagation through the lens, the difference that changes
the mode of the beam. This connection is still useful even
though our attention is focused on a single lens.

Without making any such restriction on the position of the
active waist, the 1D beam that emerges from the lens is

|u(out)〉 = |mwa,za〉 eiψa (z�,m)e−iψp(z�,m). (16)

This implies that a cylindrical lens generates the following
change in the total phase of the 1D HGm mode, a difference
of Gouy phases:


Gouy(m, f , z�) = ψa(z�, m) − ψp(z�, m). (17)

This phase change is an explicit function of lens position z�

and by virtue of Eqs. (4b) and (14), a function of lens focal
length f as well.

Now extend the approach to quantify the result of sending
in a linear combination of 2D HG modes,

|uin〉 = v
(in)
1 |1wp,zp0wp,zp〉 + v

(in)
2 |0wp,zp1wp,zp〉 , (18)

through a cylindrical lens with its active axis aligned in the y
direction. The output beam is then

|uout〉 = v
(out)
1 |1wp,zp0wa,za〉 + v

(out)
2 |0wp,zp1wa,za〉 , (19)

where the output spinor is

v(out) = [G]v(in). (20)
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The lens action on the input spinor can be expressed
algebraically [21]:

[G] :=
(

e−i
Gouy(0, f ,z� ) 0
0 e−i
Gouy(1, f ,z� )

)
. (21)

The coordinates v(out) can then be converted to SOM coordi-
nates using Eq. (9). It is important to note, though, that this
matrix representation does not capture evolution in the SPS.

B. Fractional lens transit

We are now in a position to study beam transit through
a cylindrical lens by tracking its trajectory through supple-
mentary product space, along fibers, and across the surface of
the sphere of modes. This intralens description draws on the
form of the thin-lens approximation [22], in which the effect
of the lens on the beam is taken to be a multiplicative factor
of e−iμy2

, with μ = zR/2 f . This implies that passage through
N successive lenses would generate a total phase factor of

N∏
n=1

e−iμny2 ≡ exp

[
−i

(
N∑

n=1

μn

)
y2

]
. (22)

In this same vein, we may view a single lens as a stack of
differentially thin lenses and imagine the beam output after
passing through a fraction ζ of these as

uout (ζ ) = e−y2/(2 f /ζ )uin, ζ ∈ [0, 1]. (23)

Jumps in active-axis waist wa, waist position za, fiber phase
χ , and beam structure |uout〉 can therefore be transformed to
smooth functions of lens transit fraction ζ by replacing f with
f /ζ in Eqs. (14), (17), and (19). Parametric plots as a function
of ζ then produce trajectories through the SPS, along fibers,
and across the surface of the SOM.

IV. DETAILED ANALYSIS OF TWO
DIFFERENT LENS TRANSITS

Consider the transit of a first-order Gaussian mode through
a cylindrical lens with a mode converter phase parameter of α,
natural focal length fnat, and general lens position z�. Assume
that the initial fiber phase χ is zero. We now have the tools to
map out paths across the SOM, along fibers, and through the
SPS as the lens transit fraction ζ increases from 0 to 1.

A circular arc will be generated on the SOM for which the
polar angle θ is constant: a counterclockwise rotation about
the x axis. The change in azimuthal angle 
φ is obtained from
the normalized inner product of the Stokes coordinates just
before and just after the lens. Equations (8), (9), and (20) then
imply that


φ = cos−1

[
v(out) · v(in)

|v(out)||v(in)|
]

= tan−1(z�) + tan−1

(
1 + z�(z� − f )

f

)
. (24)

The arc length is a function of the lens position z�. Placements
further to the left of the passive waist position (z = 0) will
decrease the arc length; likewise the arc length increases as
the lens is moved further to the right. Equation (24) implies
that the maximum arc length for any lens is π .

FIG. 3. Sphere of Modes trajectories for lenses 1 and 2. A Gaus-
sian beam (7) with spinor state (8) and SOM angles of φ = π/2
and θ = π/4 (black sphere, ζ = 0) transits two individual cylindrical
lenses in separate experiments. Their focal lengths are described by
Eq. (15a) with α1 = π/2 and α2 = π/4. As a reminder, α is the
difference in Gouy phase between active and passive axes after prop-
agation through the lens, the difference that changes the mode of the
beam. The spinor evolves according to Eq. (20), with f replaced by
f /ζ , generating the blue curve shown. The length of this trajectory
depends on lens position z� = zreldnat, with dnat given by Eq. (15b)
for each lens. In all cases, the end point of an arc is associated with
ζ = 1.

For the sake of making a concrete comparison, two sets of
single-lens transits are considered in Fig. 3. Each set is for
a particular lens, so they are labeled as lens 1 for α = π/2
and lens 2 for α = π/4. For each lens, the SOM trajectory
is calculated for a range of lens positions. For both sets, the
prelens mode of the beam (ζ = 0) is associated with position
{φ = π/2, θ = π/4}, indicated by the small black sphere in
Fig. 3. All trajectories, for both lenses, are shown to lie on the
small circle, for which θ = π/4. As a given lens is moved
further from the source, the arc length increases and the
trajectory angle subtended approaches the maximum value
of π . Note in particular that each lens can be positioned so
as to generate an arc angle of π/2, but that the lenses must
be placed in distinctly different positions for this to occur:
z� = 0.59zRp (zrel = 1.41) and z� = 1.77zRp (zrel = 2.61),
respectively.

The blue arc in Fig. 3 shows the trajectory traced out on
the SOM, in association with each lens, as a function of lens
transit fraction. The arc end points (ζ = 1) shown with red
(darker, smaller) spheres are for lens 1 (α = π/2), while the
green (larger, lighter) spheres are for lens 2 (α = π/4). These
relative position labels zrel are given in terms of the respective
natural lens displacements dnat. Figure 4 shows how these arc
lengths change as a function of lens position, now in units of
the passive Rayleigh length zRp.
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FIG. 4. Arc length of Sphere of Modes trajectories. As shown in
Fig. 3, the complete trajectory arc length is a function of lens position
z�. The total angle subtended is given by Eq. (24) and is plotted here
for lenses 1 and 2. The dashed line is at an arc angle of 90◦ and the
associated lens positions are z�1 = 0.59zRp and z�2 = 1.77zRp. These
correspond to zrel,1 = 1.41 and zrel,2 = 2.61.

A trajectory along fibers and through the SPS accompanies
the SOM trajectory of Fig. 3. The evolving fiber phase, χ , is
obtained using Eqs. (8), (9), and (20):

χ (ζ ) = tan−1 z� + tan−1

[− f z� + ζ + z2
�ζ

f

]
. (25)

The resulting fiber phase is plotted in Fig. 5(a) for the
same parameters as Figs. 3 and 4. Here |uin〉 is obtained
from Eq. (18) with spinor coefficients obtained from Eq. (8).
Along the same lines, |uout〉 is obtained from Eq. (19)
with spinor coefficients obtained from Eq. (20) but with
f replaced by f /ζ . The resulting fiber phase is plot-
ted in Fig. 5(a) for the same parameters as in Figs. 3
and 4.

For each lens, a trajectory through the SPS can be gen-
erated using Eqs. (14b) and (14c). As noted previously, the
focal length f must be replaced by f /ζ in these equations.
The resulting progress through the SPS is plotted in Figs. 5(b)
and 5(c).

The combination of spinor coefficients v1 and v2, along
with fiber phase χ , active beam waist wa, and active waist
position za, is sufficient to generate beam cross sections before
and after each lens. The results shown in Figs. 6 and 7 are
based on the same information as was used to produce Figs. 3–
5, but it is useful to see that identical start and end points
of the SOM trajectory can be associated with such distinctly
different beam cross sections for lenses 1 and 2.

As an important verification step, the beam that emerges
from each lens can also be described using the thin-lens
equation [22]

uout = uine−iy2/2 f . (26)

Cross-section plots using this equation are plotted in Figs. 7(c)
and 7(d) and it is clear that they are identical to the results
shown in Figs. 7(e) and 7(f), respectively. Of course, the form
of Eq. (26) does not allow any conclusions to be obtained
concerning the evolution of basis modes as a function of lens
transit, nor does it provide any information about evolution
along fibers and through the SPS.
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FIG. 5. Trajectory through the Supplementary Product Space.
Figures 3 and 4 show the sphere of modes trajectories associated with
beam transit through two lenses; here the corresponding trajectories
along fibers and through the supplementary product space are plotted
using Eqs. (14b), (14c), and (25). The lens positions zrel,1 = 1.41 and
zrel,2 = 2.61 result in the same SOM trajectories with an arc angle
of 90◦, a convenient reference point for comparing the geometric
phase accumulated in each case. Here z� = zreldnat, with dnat given
by Eq. (15b).

V. GEOMETRIC PHASE

It is now a well-told story that an experimentally mea-
surable geometric phase [23,24] can be identified with
nonadiabatic dynamics [25] and does not require that trajec-
tories on the SOM be closed [14,26,27]. A gauge-invariant
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Lens 1 Lens 2

Magnitude In/Out Magnitude In/Out

Phase In Phase In

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

FIG. 6. Beam cross sections before each lens. The information
used to plot the trajectories on the sphere of modes (Figs. 3 and 4),
motion along the fibers [Fig. 5(a)], and trajectories through the sup-
plementary product space [Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)] can all be combined
in Eq. (7) to produce beam cross sections that depend on the transit
fraction ζ . The beam magnitude has a cross section that does not
depend on transit fraction, so a single magnitude cross section is
plotted for each lens in (a) and (b). (c) and (d) Cross-sectional
phase of the beam entering the lens. These look similar, but they are
clearly not the same. This is because the lens positions are different,
zrel,1 = 1.41 and zrel,2 = 2.61, the values used to produce Fig. 5.

geometric phase associated with the nongeodesic arcs, such
as the small-circle trajectories of Fig. 3, can be obtained by
closing the arc with a geodesic, as shown in Fig. 8, and eval-
uating the difference between the total and dynamic phases
associated with the complete circuit:

�geom = �tot − �dyn. (27)

The geodesic arc is the Stokes manifestation of a projection
operation carried out on the beam that emerges from our lens,

|uproj〉 = P̂ |uout〉 , (28)

where |uout〉 is given in Eq. (19). The projection operator P̂ =
|uproj〉 〈uproj| is defined in terms of a vector with the same SOM
position as the input to the lens, but it has the SPS coordinates
of the beam coming out of the lens:

|uproj〉 = v
(in)
1 |1wp,zp0wa,za〉 + v

(in)
2 |0wp,zp1wa,za〉 . (29)

The projection operation therefore produces a final state vec-
tor that results in a closed SOM circuit while not returning the
beam to its original state:

|ufinal〉 = v(in)∗ · v(out) |uproj〉 . (30)

In the current setting, where the dynamic phase [25] ac-
cumulates as a function of azimuthal angle subtended φ, the

Lens 1 Lens 2

Phase Out:
Mode Decomposition

Phase Out:
Mode Decomposition

Phase Out:
Thin Lens Equation

Phase Out:
Thin Lens Equation

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

FIG. 7. Beam cross sections after each lens. The information
used to plot the trajectories on the sphere of modes (Figs. 3 and
4), motion along the fibers [Fig. 5(a)], and trajectories through the
supplementary product space [Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)] can all be com-
bined in Eq. (7) to produce beam cross sections that depend on the
transit fraction ζ . (a) and (b) Corresponding cross-sectional phases
for the beams exiting the lenses; these are clearly different. (c) and
(d) Verification plots in which the thin-lens equation (26) is used to
plot the phase cross sections directly. These plots are identical to the
mode-based plots of (a) and (b).

phase can be defined with respect to the Jones vector as

�dyn(φ, θ ) = −i
∫ φi+
φ

φi

dφ′v∗(φ′, θ ) · ∂φ′v(φ′, θ ). (31)

Moon-Shaped
Sliver

Small-Circle
Trajectory

Geodesic
Arc

FIG. 8. Intersection of small-circle arc and geodesic. The geo-
metric phase accumulated by beam transit through a lens is quantified
using Eq. (35). This requires that the solid angle subtended by the
moon-shaped sliver, shown here, between geodesic and small-circle
arcs be evaluated. Equation (36) gives its solid angle.
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FIG. 9. Dynamic phase accumulation as a function of lens posi-
tion. Equations (32) and (24) are combined to generate the dynamic
phase accumulated by beam transits through lenses 1 and 2, followed
by a projection operation, as plotted on the SOM in Fig. 3. This
phase depends on lens position z�. For lens positions of z�1 = 0.59zRp

and z�2 = 1.77zRp, the SOM trajectories are the same for each lens
(90◦ arc angles) and the dynamic phase is evaluated to be the same,
−31.8◦, for the two lenses.

Here the fiber phase has been removed. Using Eq. (8), this
implies that

�dyn(
φ, θ ) = −
φ

2
cos θ, (32)

a useful result already in the literature for polarization [28].
Within the thin-lens approximation, this dynamic phase accu-
mulates because of a change of basis and not in association
with any physical propagation. For transit through a single
lens, Eq. (24) can be used to express this as a function of lens
position z� and the result is plotted in Fig. 9.

The same expression can also be used to show that the
dynamic phase accumulated over any portion of a geodesic
is zero since the associated polar angle θ is equal to π/2
in Eq. (32). This has the geometric interpretation that the
requisite closure of a geodesic arc simply retraces the arc.
Equation (32) therefore gives the total dynamic phase accu-
mulated over the closed circuit shown in Fig. 8.

The total phase �tot is typically expressed [25] so that the
state at the end of a closed circuit is the same as that at the be-
ginning except for a phase factor of ei�tot . With a SPS though,
the two states need only have the same SOM projection so that
the total phase can be generalized by expressing it in terms of
Jones vectors of the state going into the lens |uin〉 and the state
produced by the projection operation |uproj〉:

�tot = arg(v∗
in · vout ). (33)

As with the dynamic phase, the evolving fiber phase has been
removed. When applied to beam transit through a single lens,
this is

�lens
tot = − tan−1(cos(
φ/2), cos(θ ) sin(
φ/2)). (34)

Since the geodesic arc represents a projection operation
though, it does not contribute any total phase accumulation.
The total phase of Eq. (34) therefore applies to the entire
closed circuit shown in Fig. 8. As with the dynamic phase,

FIG. 10. Total phase accumulation as a function of lens position.
Equations (34) and (24) are combined to generate the total phase
accumulated by beam transits through lenses 1 and 2, followed by
a projection operation, as plotted on the SOM in Fig. 3. This phase
depends on lens position z�. For lens positions of z�1 = 0.59zRp and
z�2 = 1.77zRp, the SOM trajectories are the same for each lens (90◦

arc angles) and the total phase is evaluated to be the same, −35.3◦,
for the two lenses.

Eq. (24) can be used to plot this as a function of lens position,
carried out in Fig. 10 for lenses 1 and 2.

Geometric phase is defined as the difference between the
total and dynamic phase [25] and it can be immediately
calculated using Eqs. (32) and (34). As a check on this ap-
proach for dissecting the geometric phase, the reliance on
differential parallelism [24] can be replaced with Pancharat-
nam’s method [26] of quantifying the degree of parallelism
between two arbitrarily separated states. The geometric phase
derived in this way has a nice geometric interpretation; it
is − 1

2 the solid angle moon subtended by the moon-shaped
sliver of Fig. 8:

�Panch
geom,lens = −moon

2
. (35)

Here

moon = 
φ(1 − cos θ )

− 2 cot−1

[(
cot 
φ + (cot θ + csc θ )2

sin 
φ

)]
. (36)

Although equivalent to using Pancharatnam’s in-phase rule,
this expression was obtained by simply calculating the inter-
section of a curvilinear tetrahedron [29] and a polar cap of
constant latitude. As usual, 
φ and θ refer to the azimuthal
span and polar angle with respect to the x axis, respectively.

Now we can compare our derivation of geometric phase,
using Eqs. (32) and (34), to the Pancharatnam result of
Eq. (35). This is carried out for the two different lens transits
shown in Fig. 3 to produce the comparisons of geometric
phase accumulation plotted in Fig. 11. The results match
perfectly. Note that the two lenses produce the same geometric
phase, 3.44◦, if lens 1 is positioned at z�1 and lens 2 is posi-
tioned at z�2. This is expected since the geometric phase does
not depend on the fiber phase χ or position within the SPS.

The nonlinear relationship between the SOM arc subtended
and geometric phase is shown in Fig. 12, where it is shown
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FIG. 11. Geometric phase accumulation as a function of lens
position. Equations (32) and (34) or, equivalently, (35) can be used to
generate the geometric phase accumulated by beam transits through
lenses 1 and 2, as plotted on the SOM in Fig. 3. This phase de-
pends on lens position z�. For lens positions of z�1 = 0.59zRp and
z�2 = 1.77zRp, the SOM trajectories are the same for each lens (90◦

arc angles) and the geometric phase is evaluated to be the same for
the two lenses.

that the maximum magnitude of the geometric phase that can
be accumulated for lens 1 or 2 is −26.36◦. However, Eq. (35)
can be used to calculate the geometric phase of an arbitrary
small-circle arc beyond the maximum arc angle of π that
can be generated with a single lens. This is relevant to a
series of mode converters for instance. As shown in the figure,
Eq. (35) has the expected asymptote of − 1

2 the solid angle of
a spherical cap centered on the x axis,

cap = 4π sin2(θ/2), (37)

where θ is the polar angle as measured from the x axis.
Equations (35) and (36) can be readily applied to quan-

tify the geometric phase accumulated across any cylindrical
lens. To calculate the geometric phase of one or more mode
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FIG. 12. Geometric phase as a function of arc subtended. The
geometric phase accumulated by beam transit through a lens (35)
can be used to plot the geometric phase accumulated as a function
of the SOM arc subtended. The maximum magnitude for a single
lens, −26.4◦, occurs for an arc angle of 180◦, while a complete small
circle would generate twice as much geometric phase, −52.7◦. This
is equal to − 1

2 the solid angle enclosed by a polar cap of polar angle
π/4, as given by Eq. (37).

converters, for instance, we only need to know the input and
output spinors for each lens. The geometric phase of the con-
verter is then the sum of that of its components. In the same
way, a closed circuit composed of a series of mode converters
can be calculated in this way as well. Of course, it is usually
easier to identify the geometric phase as being − 1

2 the solid
angle subtended by the closed circuit, but this comes at the
cost of losing all information about modes.

VI. LENS TRAJECTORIES ARE CIRCULAR ARCS

In the examples we considered, lens trajectories on the
SOM were found to lie on circles, and this will be true for any
lens transit. Consider an abstracted setting in which the input
beam to a lens is described by the following two-parameter
spinor:

vin =
(

cos(μ/2)
sin(μ/2)e−iν

)
. (38)

The effect of the lens on this state is to change the phase along
one axis. Rather than relating it to lens parameters, the change
can be parametrized as a linear function of lens transit fraction
ζ :

[G] :=
(

1 0
0 e−iζ

)
. (39)

Within this abstract setting, we can also account for a mis-
alignment of the lens axes with respect to the principal axes
of the beam by simply considering a different basis to de-
scribe a beam; specifically, we can always choose a basis
that is aligned with the lens axes. The spinor, as a function
of lens transit fraction ζ , is therefore just v(ζ ) = [G]v(in).
Equation (9) then gives the following SOM coordinates for
the trajectory:

x = cos(μ),

y = cos(ζ + ν) sin(μ),

z = − sin(μ) sin(ζ + ν). (40)

Angles μ and ν are clearly polar and azimuthal spherical
coordinates, and the lens fraction ζ maps out an azimuthal
trajectory, i.e., an arc of constant latitude on a circle.

Now apply this reasoning to a cylindrical lens misoriented
by an angle of η with respect to the y axis of the prelens
beam. The incoming beam can be decomposed into active
and passive components, which are then subjected to the lens
operator of Eq. (21). The resulting spinor can subsequently
be converted back to the original basis. With lens orientation
described by

[Rη] :=
(

cos η − sin η

sin η cos η

)
, (41)

the output spinor is then [12]

v(out) = [Rη]T [G][Rη]v(in). (42)

Several lens-transit trajectories are plotted in Fig. 13 to
show how different combinations of input beam and lens
orientation map out circular arcs on the SOM. Each arc is
obtained by plotting the SOM coordinates as functions of lens
transit fraction ζ .
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ySoMxSoM

zSoM

FIG. 13. SOM trajectories for cylindrical lens transits. Trajecto-
ries generated by a lens with α = π/2 are shown for several sets of
initial positions (colors) and lens orientations η. The start of each
trajectory is indicated with a small sphere of the same color: red,
rinit = {0, 0, 1} and η = π/4; green, rinit = {0, 1, 0} and η = π/2;
magenta, rinit = {0.861, 0.357, 0.362} and η = 0; and blue, rinit =
{0.612, −0.353, 0.707}, with η = jπ/8 and j ∈ [0, 7]. Dashing is
a guide to the eye to more easily see that each trajectory lies on a
circle.

VII. DISCUSSION

First-order, elliptical, optical vortices accumulate geomet-
ric phase as they propagate through astigmatic (cylindrical)
lenses. While this has been considered for almost 30 years
[11], a number of outstanding issues have been addressed in
this paper by explicitly considering fiber bundles for overall
phase and by introducing a supplementary product space that
allows beam waists and their positions to be explicitly tracked.
Each lens can be decomposed into a stack of differentially thin
components, allowing the beam to be described in terms of
functions of lens transit fraction. While this decomposition is
not unique, it is arguably the simplest and most physically
grounded deconstruction of a lens. It also provides a clear
explanation for how the mode transits the sphere of modes
while propagating through the lens.

A prescribed first-order Gaussian beam was applied to two
distinctly different cylindrical lenses to show how SOM arcs,

fiber position, and location in the SPS can be traced out as
functions of transit fraction through each lens. It was shown
that identical transits on the SOM can be associated with
substantially different input and output beams.

A projection operator was then constructed that allowed
us to determine gauge-invariant measures of dynamic phase,
total phase, and geometric phase for beam transits through
a single lens. The resulting expression for geometric phase
was shown to be equal to that obtained using the standard
Pancharatnam connection.

The insights and methodology offered in this work are
expected to prove useful in a variety of applications more
general than the single-lens focus of the present work. For
instance, it is much more common to quantify geometric
phase using mode converters that each utilize a pair of lenses.
While this makes the measurement of the geometric phase
more straightforward, it obscures the fact that the geometric
phase is accumulated as beams propagate through each lens.
The approach developed here can be applied equally well
to the second lens of a mode converter to determine how
its position, relative to the first, influences the associated arc
length traced out on the SOM.

Experimental realization of the predictions of Secs. I–IV
are straightforward since the measurement of lens-modified
modes is possible with modern interferometry [30]. Direct
measurements of geometric phase provide a greater exper-
imental challenge though, because of the need to remove
dynamic phase contributions [13,28,31], and this is even more
challenging for nongeodesic trajectories [28]. A key element
of future work will be to experimentally realize the projection
operation for tracing out geodesics on the sphere of modes
while preserving position within the supplementary product
space.

The single-lens setting of this work also seems ideal for
revisiting the relationship between the geometric phase and
the change in orbital angular momentum imposed on the
beam by the lens [11]. As a final note, perhaps important in
future applications, the framework established in this analysis
applies equally well to single-photon settings.
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